Introducing a new dimension in marine entertainment

A leader in safety, communication and entertainment products, GME is delighted to announce their Australian engineered multimedia marine entertainment system: the amazing G·Dek.

The unique G·Dek will provide boaters with hours of on the water pleasure listening to their latest playlist on an iPod or iPhone; or, following the fortunes of their favourite sports team on the radio; or alternatively, replaying favourite videos from a SD card or USB stick.

The G·Dek can also playback audio from generic MP3 or Android devices via the headphone jack.

G·Dek System design concept:

The G·Dek is a remote-wired component system that includes a control head and a multimedia hub, available in black or white it is perfect for a broad range of vessels. The control head may be easily gimbal or flush-mounted onto any flat surface, the G·Dek’s head is completely sealed, with a reassuring IPX7 waterproof rating.

The multimedia hub, which plays video and audio, is neat, slim line housing that contains a powerful 4 x 45W amplifier with a range of source inputs, including a SD card reader, USB port, 3.5mm stereo jack, RCA line input and 30pin iPhone, iTouch or iPod connector.

For ultimate freedom in larger installations, the option of two control heads, connected to the same hub, allows the user to manage all functions from separate locations, the G·Dek also comes with a slim line infrared remote control.

For larger vessels an optional GME microphone can be connected to make PA announcements.

The G·Dek carries Apple Corporation’s MFI certification, plus CE and FCC approvals.

To complement the G·Dek system, GME is concurrently releasing a new line of high performance marine stereo speakers. Replacing the popular SPK001 and SPK002 (with the same hole size) are the enhanced S5 and S6 models.
All GME marine entertainment speakers are ROHS compliant and tested to the exacting industry standards ASTM B117-03 for salt spray and ASTM G154 for UV exposure conformance.

GME has also radically revamped the packaging and presentation of our speaker range to provide a greater in-store impact and purchasing experience.

Finally, to satisfy the limited market for black speakers GME is now offering a pair of low cost clip on black grilles, S5B and S6B to suit this range.

GME marine products are exclusively distributed in North America by Whiffletree Corporation. Further details maybe found at www.whiffletech.com